LUBRICATING NOISY WHEEL ROLLERS

Eliminating squeaking, noisy wheel rollers is a simple procedure using Clopay Pro Lube garage door spray lubricant. Use the included straw nozzle applicator for a neater, more controlled application.

1. Close the garage door so you have full access to all of the door’s rollers.

2. From the inside of the door, locate each roller and spray a generous amount of lubricant between the roller shaft and collar gap as shown in the above photograph. Rotate the roller shaft to help spread lubricant.

3. Repeat procedure for each of the door’s rollers.

4. Depending on the roller manufacturer, some shafts are one piece and do not have a collar. In that case, apply lubricant where the shaft and roller wheel meet.

5. Clopay Pro Lube lubricant is safe to use on both nylon and steel materials.